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Grade Level: 1st Math  Topic 1: Understanding 

Addition 

Apx. Timeline: 12 days 

 

Lessons / Essential Understanding:  

 

1-1 Spatial Problems for numbers to ten. 1 

1-2  Making 6 & 7 1 

1-3  Making 8 1 

1-4  Making 9 1 

1-5  Introducing addition expressions and number sentences 1 

1-6  Stories about joining 1 

1-7  Adding in any order  

 

 

Key Vocabulary  

addition sentence, addends, plus, equal, sum plus (+1), order, join, part, whole, inside, outside 

 

CCSS / “I can…” 

Operations/Algebraic Thinking: CC.1.OA.1 I Can solve addition word problems for numbers 1-20 using 

pictures, objects, and drawings. CC.1.0A.3 I Can show that adding zero to any number does not change 

the number. CC.1.OA.3 I Can show that changing the order of addends does not change the answer. 

CC.1.OA.3 I Can use strategies to add and subtract. CC.1.OA.7 I can explain that the equal sign means 

“the same.” I can compare the values on each side of the equal sign. CC.1.OA.8 I can find the missing 

number in an addition or subtraction problem. Numbers and Operations: Measurement and Data: 

Geometry:  

 

Lesson Overview 1 

1-1 Children arrange counters on their work mats to match the dot pattern given. 1 

1-2 Children will explore making parts for the sums 6 and 7. 1 

1-3 Children will explore finding parts of 8. 1 

1-4 Children will explore making parts of 9 and recording the parts in a part 

part 

whole model. 1 

1-5 Children will show numbers to 9 with cubes of two colors. 1 

1-6 Children will use red and blue cubes to model stories about joining and then write a corresponding 

addition sentence.  

 

Assessment (s) 

Envision provided test 

 

Resources:  

Provided Envision worksheets and tests, counters, connecting cubes, teacher created worksheets and 

activities 
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Grade Level: 1st  Math  Topic 2:  Understanding 

Subtraction  

Apx. Timeline: 20 day 

 

Lessons / Essential Understanding:  

2-1 Finding missing parts of 6 and 7 2 

2-2 Finding missing parts of 8 2 

2-3 Finding missing parts of 9 2 

2-4 Introducing subtraction expressions and number sentences. 2 

2-5 Stories about taking away 2 

2-6 Stories about comparing 2 

2-7 Stories about missing parts 2 

2-8 All kinds of subtraction stories 2 

2-9 Connecting addition and subtraction 2 

2-10 Connecting models and symbols 2 

2-11 Problem Solving: Act it out  

 

Key Vocabulary  

Missing part, subtract, difference, subtraction sentence, minus sign, equal sign, missing part, take away  

 

CCSS / “I can…”  

Operations/Algebraic Thinking: 1.OA.1 I can solve subtraction word problems for numbers 1 – 20 using 

pictures, objects, and drawings. 1.OA.4 I can solve subtraction problems to find the missing number. 

1.0A.6 I Can find my answer to subtraction problems using different strategies. 1.OA. 6 I can use fact 

families to find an unknown addend. 1.OA.6 I can understand fact families. 1.OA.3 I Can show that 

changing the order of addends does not change the answer. CC.1.OA.3 I Can use strategies to add and 

subtract. 1.OA.6 I can find my answer to subtraction problems using different strategies. 1.OA.7 I can 

explain that the equal sign means “the same.” I can compare the values on each side of the equal sign. 

1.OA.8 I can find the missing number in an addition or subtraction problem.  

 

Lesson Overview 

2-1 Children will find the missing parts of 6 and 7. 2 

2-2 Children will play a partner game with counters.(One child hides the counters, the other finds the 

missing part). 2 

2-3 Children subtract by finding the missing part of a whole. 2 

2-4 Children break apart a one 

color train of connecting cubes, and then write a subtraction number sentence representing the parts of a 

whole. 2 

2-5 Children listen to stories about taking away, tell the stories with connecting cubes, and complete 

subtraction sentences about the stories. 2 

2-6 Children use connecting cubes to show the numbers in two groups and write the corresponding 

subtraction sentence. 2 

2-7 Children write and solve subtraction sentences to describe a story about finding a missing part. 2 

2-8 Children write subtraction sentences to represent stories about taking away. 2 

2-9 Children model different number combinations with counters and write two related subtraction 

sentences.  

 

Assessment(s)  

Envision provided test: Questions 1-9 Computation Fluency Expectations: Numbers and Operations: 

Measurement and Data: Geometry: 2-10 Children will explore the meaning of equals in the context of 

subtraction sentences. 2-11 Children will use counters to model and solve subtraction story problems.  

 

Resources:  

Provided Envision worksheets and tests, counters, connecting cubes, teacher created worksheets and 

activities 
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Grade Level: 1st Math  Topic 3: Five and Ten 

Relationships 

Apx. Timeline: 10 days 

 

 

Lessons / Essential Understanding:  

3-1 Representing numbers on a Ten frame 

3-2 Recognizing numbers on a Ten-frame  

3-3 Parts of ten  

3-4 Finding missing parts of ten  

Key Vocabulary Ten Frame, missing part, part I know  

 

CCSS / “I can…”  

Operations/Algebraic Thinking: 1.OA. 4  I can solve subtraction problems to find the missing number. 

1.OA.5  I can count on from numbers 1 to 20 1.OA.5.  I can count back to subtract numbers 1 thru 20. 

1.OA.6  I can find my answer to subtraction problems using different strategies 1.OA.8 Numbers and 

Operations: Measurement and Data: Geometry: 

 

Lesson Overviews 

3-1 Children will represent numbers using a ten-frame and relate them to the numbers 5 and 10.  

3-2 Children will recognize numbers shown as a the-frame.  

3-3 Children use counters on a ten-frame to show parts of ten.  

3-4 Children use counters and a part-part whole model to find missing parts of ten. 

 

Assessment(s) Resources:  

Envision worksheets, test, counters, and connecting, teacher created worksheets and activities 
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Grade Level: 1st Math  Topic 4 Addition and 

Subtraction Facts to 10 

Apx. Timeline: 16 days 

 

Lessons / Essential Understanding: 

4-1Adding with 0,1,2 

4-2 Doubles  

4-3 Near doubles  

4-4 Facts with 5 on a Ten-Frame  

4-5 Making ten on a ten-frame  

4-6 Subtracting with 0,1,2,  

4-7 Thinking Addition  

4-8 Thinking addition  

4-9 Thinking addition to 12 to subtract 

4-10 Draw a picture and write a number sentence  

Key Vocabulary 

Ten Frame, missing part, part I know  

 

Key Vocabulary  

Ten Frame, missing part, part I know 

 

“I can…”  

Operations/Algebraic Thinking: 1.OA.1  I can solve addition and subtraction word problems for numbers 

1 thru 20 using pictures, objects, and drawings. 1.OA.3  I can show that adding zero to any number does 

not change the number. 1.OA.3  I can show that changing the order of the addends does not change the 

answer. 1.OA.3  I can use strategies to add and subtract. 1.OA. 4  I can solve subtraction problems to find 

the missing number. 1.OA.5  I can count on from numbers 1 to 20 1.OA.5.  I can count back to subtract 

numbers 1 thru 20. 1.OA.6  I can find my answer to subtraction problems using different strategies 1.OA.8 

 I can find the missing number in an addition or subtraction problem. Numbers and Operations: 

Measurement and Data:  

 

Lesson Overviews  

3-1 Children will represent numbers using a ten-frame and relate them to the numbers 5 and 10.  

3-2 Children will recognize numbers shown as a the-frame.  

3-3 Children use counters on a ten-frame to show parts of ten.  

3-4 Children use counters and a part-part whole model to find missing parts of ten.  

 

Assessment(s)  

Envision Topic 4 Unit test : questions 1-9  

 

 

Resources: 

Envision worksheets, test, counters, and connecting cubes, teacher created worksheets and activities 
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Grade Level: 1st  Math 

Apx.  

Topic: 5 Addition Facts 

to 20   

Timeline: 12 days 

 

Lessons / Essential Understanding:  

5-1 Doubles  

5-2 Doubles plus 1  

5-5 Making 10 to add  

5-6 Making 10 to add 9  

5-8 Adding three numbers  

5-9 Word problems with three addends  

 

Key Vocabulary 

Doubles plus 1,  

 

CCSS / “I can…”  

Operations/Algebraic Thinking: 1.OA.2 I can solve three number word problems using pictures, objects, 

drawings, and equations. 1.OA.3 I can…  understand fact families.  use fact families to find an unknown 

addend.  solve subtraction problems to find the missing number.. 1.OA.6 I can find my answer to addition 

and subtraction problems using different strategies. Numbers and Operations: Measurement and Data: 

Geometry:  

 

 

Lesson Overviews 

5-1 Children will use connecting cubes to model doubles and use the models to create doubles facts to 20.   

5-2 Children will use connecting cubes to show doubles facts to help them find the corresponding doubles   

plus 1 fact.  

5-5 Children explore the strategy of making 10 to add by using a ten-frame and counters.  

5-6 Children use ten-frames and counters to make 10 in order to add 9 plus another number.  

5-8 children use the associative and commutative properties to add three one digit numbers.  

5-9 Children use strategies to simplify adding three numbers and to solve story problems.  

 

 

Activities Assessment(s) 

Envision Topic 5 Test: questions 1-4, 6-9. 

Computation Fluency Expectations:  

Resources:  

Envision topic 5 worksheets test 

Resources: 

Envision worksheets, test, counters, and connecting cubes, teacher created worksheets and activities 
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Grade Level: 1st 

Envision Math  

Topic: 6 Subtraction 

facts to 20 

Apx. Timeline: 9 days 

 

Lessons / Essential Understanding:  

6-1 Making 10 to Subtract  

6-2 More with making 10 to subtract  

6-3 Using Related Facts  

6-4 Fact Families  

6-5 Using Addition to Subtract  

6-6 Subtraction Facts  

6-7 Problem Solving: Draw a picture and write a number sentence.  

 

Key Vocabulary  

 Related facts  Fact Family  

 

CCSS / “I can…”  

Operations/Algebraic Thinking: 1.OA.1 I can…  Solve addition and subtraction word problems for 

numbers 1 through 20 using pictures, objects, and drawings.  Solve a word problem by adding 3 numbers 

in different ways. 1.OA. 4 I can…  Understand fact families  Use fact families to find an unknown 

addend  Solve subtraction problems to find the missing number. 1.OA.6. I can  find my answer to 

addition and subtraction problems using different strategies. 1.OA.8 I can…  Find the missing number in 

an addition or subtraction problem.  Recognize part-part-whole relationships on three numbers. Numbers 

and Operations: Measurement and Data: Geometry:  

 

Lesson Overviews 

6-1 Children make a 10 to solve subtraction fact  

6-2 Children make a ten to solve subtraction story.  

6-3 Children use counters and a part-part- whole model to show and write related addition and subtraction 

facts.  

6-4 Children use counters and a part-part-whole model to write four related addition and subtraction facts. 

6-5 Children use a part-part-whole model to solve a subtraction sentence and a related addition fact.  

6-6 Children will match a subtraction fact with a related addition fact to solve the subtraction problem.  

6-7 Children will solve addition and subtraction problems by drawing pictures and writing a number 

sentences.  

 

Assessment(s) 

Envision Topic 6 Unit test: questions 1-6 Computation Fluency Expectations:  

 

Resources:  

Envision worksheets, test, and counting manipulatives, teacher created worksheets and activities. 
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Grade Level: 1st 

Envision Math  

Topic 7:  Counting and 

Number Patterns to 120 

Apx. Timeline: 12 days 

 

Lessons / Essential Understanding:  

7-1 Making numbers 11 to 19  

7-2 Using numbers 11 to 19  

7-3 Counting by 10s to 120  

7-4 Counting on a hundred chart  

7-5 Using skip counting  

 

Key Vocabulary  

Row, column, digit, skip count 

 

 

CCSS / “I can…”  

Operations/Algebraic Thinking: Numbers and Operations: 1.NBT.1 I can,,,  Count to 120 starting from 

any number.  Read and write numbers up to 120. 1.NBT.2 I can…  Identify the tens and ones places  

Identify the value of each digit in a two digit number Measurement and Data: Geometry:  

 

Lesson Overviews  

7-1 Children will use counters to model numbers 11 to 19 on ten-frames. They write numbers 11 to 19 as 

10 and some left over.  

7-2 Children use counters to find 1 or 2 fewer than relationships among numbers 11 thru 19.  

7-3 Children count groups of 10, record the numeral, and write how many 10s.  

7-4 Children use a hundred chart to count forward by 1s, observe the counting patterns, and order numbers. 

7-5 Children use connecting cubes to skip count by 2s, 5s, and 10s to find a total number of objects. 

 

 

Assessment(s) 

Envision Topic 7 Test: questions 1-7 Computation Fluency Expectations:  

 

Resources:  

Envision worksheets, Unit 7 test, counting manipulatives, teacher created worksheets and activities 
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Grade Level: 1st 

Envision Math  

Topic 8: Counting With 

Groups of Tens and 

Ones 

Apx. Timeline: 9 days 

 

Lessons / Essential Understanding: 

8-1 Counting with groups of tens and leftovers  

8-2 Numbers made with tens  

8-3 Tens and ones 8-4 Expanded form  

8-5 Ways to make numbers  

 

Key Vocabulary  

Tens, ones, digit, break apart a ten.  

 

CCSS / “I can…”  

Operations/Algebraic Thinking: Numbers and Operations: 1.NBT.1 I can,,,  Count to 120 starting from 

any number.  Read and write numbers up to 120. 1.NBT.2 I can…  Identify the tens and ones places  

Identify the value of each digit in a two digit number Measurement and Data: Geometry:  

 

Activities  

8-1 Children will read and write two-digit numbers as groups of 10 and some left over.  

8-2 Children will count groups of ten, up to 10 tens, and write how many.  

8-3 Children will use groups of tens and ones to show and write a given two digit number.  

8-4 Children will model a two-digit number and write its expanded form.  

8-5 Children will break apart a ten to make 10 ones and write new representations in expanded form.  

 

Assessment(s) 

Envision Topic 8 Test: questions 1-6 Computation Fluency Expectations 

 

Resources:  

Envision worksheets, Unit 8 test, counting manipulatives: base tens blocks, Unifix cubes, teacher created 

worksheets and activities 
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Grade Level: 1st 

Envision Math  

Topic: 9 Comparing 

Numbers to100 

Apx. Timeline: 9 days 

 

Lessons / Essential Understanding:  

9-1 1 more, 1 less; 10 more, 10 less  

9-2 Making numbers on a hundreds chart  

9-3 Comparing numbers with >, < ,=  

9-4 Ordering three numbers Key Vocabulary Equal to (=), less than,, greater than, 1more, 1 less, 10 more, 

10 less. 

9-5 Problem Solving Make an Organized List 

  

 

CCSS / “I can…”  

Operations/Algebraic Thinking: Numbers and Operations: 1.NBT.1 I can,,,  Count to 120 starting from 

any number.  Read and write numbers up to 120. 1.NBT.3 I can…  Use greater, less than, or equal to 

symbols to compare two numbers  Identify the value of each digit in a two digit number 1.NBT.4 I can,,,  

Add numbers up to 100  Add a two digit and a one digit number  Add numbers plus ten  Use drawings 

and models to show addition and subtraction 1.NBT.5 I can…  Mentally add or subtract 10 to any number 

Measurement and Data: Geometry:  

 

Activities  

9-1 Children will write the numbers that are 1more or 1 less and 10 more or 10 less that a two-digit 

number.  

9-2 Children will use a hundred chart to show the relationships of 1 more than, 1 less than, 10 more than, 

and 10 less than a given number.  

9-3 Children will compare two-digit numbers using symbols.  

9-4 Children will order numbers from least to greatest, given 3 two-digit numbers using symbols. 

  

 

Assessment(s) 

Envision Topic 9 Test: questions 1-7 Computation Fluency Expectations: 

  

 

Resources:  

Envision worksheets, Unit 9 test, hundred chart for each student, symbol chart (, =), teacher created 

worksheets and activities 
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Grade Level: 1st 

Envision Math  

Topic: 10  Adding with 

Tens and Ones 

Apx. Timeline: 10 days 

 

Lessons / Essential Understanding:  

10-1 Adding groups of 10  

10-2 Adding tens on a hundreds chart  

10-3 Adding tens to two-digit numbers  

10-4 Using mental math to add tens  

10-5 Adding to a two-digit number  

 

Key Vocabulary  

Regroup  

 

CCSS / “I can…”  

Operations/Algebraic Thinking: 1.NBT.4 I can,,,  Add numbers up to 100  Add a two digit and a one 

digit number  Add numbers plus ten  Use drawings and models to show addition and subtraction 

Measurement and Data: Geometry:  

 

Activities  

10-1 Children will add two multiples of 10 for sums to 100.  

10-2 Children will use a hundred chart to add multiples of 10 to two-digit numbers.  

10-3 Children will add a multiple of 10 to a two-digit number.  

10-4 Children will add two-digit numbers and multiples of ten mentally.  

10-5 Children will add one-digit numbers to two-digit numbers with and without regrouping and record the 

sum in the horizontal form. 

  

 

Assessment(s) 

Envision Topic 10 Test: questions 1-10 Computation Fluency Expectations: 

  

 

Resources:  

Envision worksheets, Unit 10 test, hundred chart for each student, place value blocks, teacher created 

worksheets and activities 
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Grade Level: 1st: 

Envision Math  

Topic 11: Subtracting 

with Tens and Ones 

Apx. Timeline: 9 days 

 

 

Lessons / Essential Understanding:  

11-1 Subtracting groups of 10  

11-2 Subtracting tens on a hundreds chart  

11-3 Subtracting tens from two-digit numbers  

11-4 Using mental math to Subtract tens  

11-5 Subtracting from a two-digit number  

 

Key Vocabulary  

Regroup  

 

CCSS / “I can…” Operations/Algebraic Thinking:  

1.NBT.6 I can,,,  Subtract multiples of ten to a number  Subtract multiples of ten to a number 1.NBT.5  

Mentally add or subtract 10 to any number Measurement and Data: Geometry: 

  

 

Activities  

11-1 Children will subtract 10 from multiples of 10 in the range 10-90 sums to 100.  

11-2 Children will use a hundred chart to subtract multiples of 10 from two digit numbers.  

11-3 Children will subtract a multiple of 10 from a two-digit number.  

11-4 Children will subtract multiples of 10 from two-digit numbers using mental math.  

11-5 Children will subtract one-digit numbers from two-digit numbers with and without regrouping and 

record the difference in the horizontal form. 

  

 

Assessment(s) 

Envision Topic 11 Test:  

Questions 1-6 Computation Fluency Expectations: 

  

 

Resources:  

Envision worksheets, Unit 11 test, hundred chart for each student, place value blocks, teacher created 

worksheets and activities 
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Grade Level: 1st 

Envision Math  

Topic: 12  Measuring 

Length 

Apx. Timeline: 6 days 

 

Lessons / Essential Understanding:  

12-1 Comparing and ordering by length  

12-2 Indirect measurement  

12-3 Using Units to Estimate and measure Length  

12-4 More measuring length  

12-5 Problem solving: Use reasoning  

 

Key Vocabulary  

Estimate, measure, taller, shorter, longest, shortest  

 

CCSS / “I can…”  

Operations/Algebraic Thinking: Measurement and Data: 1.MB.1 I can,,,  Compare two lengths  Use 

standard units to measure  Use non-standard units to measure  Put three objects in order by length 

1.MB.2  Use non-standard (pennies, links) items to measure the length of larger lengths  Record my 

measurements Geometry:  

 

Activities  

12-1 Children will compare and order lengths of objects  

12-2 Children will indirectly compare objects by length  

12-3 Children will estimate, measure, and compare lengths of objects using a non-standard unit of measure. 

12-4 Children will use connecting cubes as non-standard units to measure and compare the lengths and 

heights of objects.  

12-5 Children will use non-standard units to measure the length of different objects.  

 

Assessment(s) 

Envision Topic 12 Test: questions 1-7 Computation Fluency Expectations:  

 

Resources:  

Envision worksheets, Unit 12 test, unifix cubes, links or paper clips, teacher created worksheets and 

activities 
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Grade Level: 1st 

Envision Math  

Topic: 13 Time Apx. Timeline: 7 days 

 

 

Lessons / Essential Understanding:  

13-1 Understanding the Hour and Minute Hands  

13-2 Telling and Writing Time to the Hour  

13-3 Telling and Writing Time to the Half Hour  

13-4 Problem Solving: Use Data from a Table Key  

 

Vocabulary  

Hour hand, hour, minute hand, minute, o’clock  

 

CCSS / “I can…”  

Operations/Algebraic Thinking: Measurement and Data: 1.MD.3 I can,,,  Tell and write time in hours and 

half-hours using analog and digital clocks. 1.MD.4  Interpret data in up to three categories. Geometry:  

 

 

Lesson Overviews  

13-1 Children will identify the hour and minute hands on a clock and tell time to the hour.  

13-2 Children will tell and write time to the hour using digital and analog clocks.  

13-3 Children will show and tell time to the half hour.  

13-4 Children will read and use a schedule.  

 

Assessment(s) 

Envision Topic 13 Test: questions 1-6 Computation Fluency Expectations:  

 

Resources:  

Envision worksheets, Unit 13 test, teacher resource clock, teacher created worksheets and activities 
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Grade Level: 1st 

Envision Math  

Topic: 14  Using Data 

to Answer Questions 

Apx. Timeline: 7 days 

 

Lessons / Essential Understanding:  

14-1 Using data from Read Graphs  

14-2 Using Data from Picture Graphs  

14-3 Using Data From Bar graphs  

14-4 Collecting Data Using Tally Marks  

14-5 Making Real Graphs  

14-6 Making Picture Graphs  

14-7 Problem Solving: Make a Graph  

 

Key Vocabulary 

 Picture graph, bar graph, tally mark, data  

 

CCSS / “I can…”  

Operations/Algebraic Thinking: Measurement and Data: 1.MD.4 I can…  Organize data in up to 3 

categories.  Represent data in up to 3 categories  Interpret data in up to three categories.  Ask and 

answer questions about data  Determine when a category has more or less than another category 

Geometry:  

 

Lesson Overviews  

14-1 Children will use a real-object graph to answer questions and draw conclusions.  

14-2 Children will use a picture graph to answer questions and draw conclusions.  

14-3 Children will use a bar graph to answer questions and draw conclusions.  

14-4 Children will record data using tally marks.  

14-5 Children will collect a set of data and organize it in a real graph.  

14-6 Children will organize and analyze data using a picture graph. 1 

14-7 Use data in a table to complete a bar graph.  

 

 

Assessment(s) 

Envision Topic 14 Test: questions 1-6 Computation Fluency Expectations: 

  

 

Resources:  

Envision worksheets, Unit 14 test, teacher created worksheets and activities 
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Grade Level: 1st 

Envision Math  

Topic: 15  Geometry Apx. Timeline: 9 days 

 

Lessons / Essential Understanding:  

15-1 Identifying Plane Shapes  

15-2 Problem Solving: Make an Organized List  

15-3 Properties of Plane Shapes 1 

15-4 Building with Shapes  

15-5 Making New Shapes from Shapes  

15-6 Identifying Solid Figures  

15-7 Flat Surfaces and Vertices  

15-8 Sorting Solid figures  

15-9 Building with Solid figures  

 

Key Vocabulary:  

Plane shapes, hexagon, trapezoid, sort, side, corner, solid figure, cube, rectangular prism, sphere, cylinder, 

corner, flat surface.  

 

CCSS / “I can…”  

Operations/Algebraic Thinking: Measurement and Data: Geometry: 1.G.1 I can…  Explain the difference 

between defining attributes (sides, angles, faces) and non-defining attributes (color, orientation, size)  I 

can construct and draw a shape when given defining attributes 1.G.2 I can….  Identify two-dimensional 

and three dimensional shapes.  Create new shapes using two-dimensional and/or three-dimensional shapes  

 

 

Lesson Overviews  

15-1 Children will identify and name standard plane shapes and recognize them in the environment.  

15-2 Children will make organized lists to solve problems.  

15-3 Children will sort plane shapes and identify their properties.  

15-4 Children will combine plane shapes to make different pictures.  

15-5 Children will combine two-dimensional geometric shapes to make new two-dimensional geometric 

shapes.  

15-6 Children will identify and name standard geometric solids and recognize them in the environment.  

15-7 Children will count the number of flat surfaces and vertices on geometric solids.  

15-8 Children will identify geometric solids (sphere, cone, cylinder, rectangular prism, and cube), and sort 

by various attributes. 

15-9 Children will combine solid figures to make new solid figures 

 

Assessment(s) 

Envision Topic 15 Test: questions 1-10 Computation Fluency Expectations: 

 

Resources:  

Envision worksheets, Unit 15 test, geometric- shaped solid blocks and planes, teacher created worksheets 

and activities 
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Grade Level: 1st: 

Envision Math  

Topic: 16  Fractions of 

Shapes 

Apx. Timeline: 4 days 

 

Lessons / Essential Understanding:  

16-1 Making equal parts  

16-2 Describing Equal Parts  

16-3 Making Halves and Fourths of Rectangles  

16-4 Problem Solving: Draw a Picture  

 

 

Key Vocabulary  

Equal parts, halves, fourths, quarters, half of, fourth of, quarter of, two of, four of.  

 

 

CCSS / “I can…” 

 Operations/Algebraic Thinking: Measurement and Data: Geometry: 1.G.3 I can…  Cut circles and 

rectangles into two and four equal parts.  Describe the equal parts of a circle and rectangle with words 

(halves, quarters).  Describe that equal parts make up a whole.  Understand that if there are more equal 

parts the parts are smaller.  

 

Lesson Overviews   

16-1 Children will determine whether a shape is divided into equal or unequal parts.  

16-2 Children will describe equal parts of a shape.  

16-3 Children will identify halves and fourths of circles and rectangles.  

16-4 Children will draw pictures to solve problems related to parts of a whole.  

 

Assessment(s) 

Envision Topic 16 Test: questions 1-5 Computation Fluency Expectations: 

  

 

Resources:  

Envision worksheets, Unit 16 test, index cards, paper cut into 4 inch squares, crayons, teacher created 

worksheets and activities. 

 

 


